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Hello ACEDC Member, 

Thank you for taking the time to read our fall newsletter! 

We hope you find this information useful. As always, your feedback is welcome and 

appreciated. 

Enjoy, 

ACEDC 

From the Desk of the Executive Director 

The big question everyone is asking these days is: Where has the workforce gone? 

The most compelling theories, backed by data, that I have seen recently are those 

presented by Ron Hetrick, Labor Economist with Lightcast (formerly Emsi/Burning 

Glass). His data and information makes it clear that the issue of the "Vanishing Labor 

Force" is very difficult to address because the causes are not primarily policy driven and are 

therefore difficult to address through public policy changes. 

You can view video presentations of Hetrick's easy to follow information on how we got to 

where we are and why we are facing a demographic drought that will transform the labor 

market for the rest of our lives on You Tube. If this topic interests you, these videos are well 

worth you time. 

The Demographic Drought: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w05QgHwq8lg 

Demographic Drought Part 2: Bridging the Gap 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oy7aQSfPe50 

The Vanishing Workforce - Exploring the current talent crisis and the coming demographic 

drought: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmSeXdmFCCk 

If you like your information in study form, the data and information are also presented 

here: https://www.economicmodeling.com/demographic-drought/#report-2021 

Best of all, despite the gloomy labor market forecast presented, Hetrick and his team also 

present some solutions. Here is a summary of some of their recruitment and retention ideas 

for businesses: 

Short-term: 

Pursue talent from previously untapped pools such as retired, Veterans, historically 
underserved populations, and justice-involved or previously justice involved individuals 

Adjust wages and benefits and offering non-wage incentives 

Onboard and train new employees quickly 

Build-in flexibility with scheduling while ensuring adequate hours 

Work with service providers that can provide wrap-around services for employees 

Provide employee training to increase the understanding of generational differences 

Provide quality, ongoing employee bias training 

Long-term 

Develop strategies to keep employees, such as staging rewards 

Make workforce planning a higher priority and an executive conversation 

Identify best workers quickly and have career paths ready for them 

Invest in industry engineering (i.e. How can jobs be combined and wasteful steps 

eliminated) 

ACE DC and our partners will be working on ways to assist businesses to adopt these 

strategies and advocate with policy-makers on programs and services to address the 

vanishing labor force. 

See Our ACE DC Success Stories 












